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The diversity of shapes and forms which meets the 
eye is overwhelming. They shape our environment: y g y p
physical, mental,   intellectual. Theirs is a dynamic 
milieu; time induced transformation, flowing with the 

f fchange of light, with the relative movement of the eye, 
with physical and biological transformation and the 
evolutionary development of the perceiving mindevolutionary development of the perceiving mind.



“Our study of natural form”, the essence of morphology, y , p gy,
“is part of that wider science of form which deals with 
the forms assumed by nature under all aspects and 

di i d i ill id i h f hi hconditions, and in a still wider sense, with forms which 
are theoretically imaginable”…..(On Growth and Form –
D'Arcy Thompson) "Theoretically" to imply that we areD Arcy Thompson), Theoretically  to imply that we are 
dealing with causal- rational forms.



"It is the business of logic to invent purely 
artificial structures of elements andartificial structures of elements and 
relations. Sometimes one of these 
structures is close enough to a real 
situation to be allowed to represent it. And 
then, because the logic is so tightly drawn, 

i i i ht i t th lit hi hwe gain insight into the reality which was 
previously withheld from us”.



A ti l i t t h ld b f dA particular interest should be focused 
on two principal categories of structures:
Structures which are shaped likeStructures which are shaped like 
polyhedral solids or continuous 
enveloping tessellated surfaces, 
subdividing the entire space into two 
complementary sub-spaces. 
C i th l ti tConspicuous are those relating to 
sponge-like labyrintian, polyhedral space 
dividing surfacesdividing surfaces



The second category of structures, populating 
3D space, describes polytopal p , p y p
interrelating and interconnected arrays
of (sometimes) energized point-wise 

i i hi h ld b dentities which could be represented as
diagrams with a network or space lattice
characteristicscharacteristics.
Diagrams of this kind may represent the 
structure of almost any abstract or y
physical plurality that may exist, in the 
world of phenomena of the biological-

h i l t i l d iphysical-material domain, on every 
possible scale, from the nano-molecular 
to the cosmologicalto the cosmological.



It is these polyhedral and network lattice 
structures and their extended derivatives whichstructures and their extended derivatives which 
shape our physical-natural or artificial man-
conceived environment and provide for our co ce ed e o e t a d p o de o ou
mental pictures of its architecture







Definitions
A POLYGONAL REGION of order n, for n≥1, is a point set, topologicallyA POLYGONAL  REGION of order n, for n≥1, is a point set, topologically 
equivalent to a circular disc with a boundary divided into n edges by set 
of n vertices. It may have curved edges, maybe non-planar and two edges of 
the same region may be matched (Stewart) .g y ( )
Polyhedral map drawing on a sponge surface must lead to polygonal faces 
which may constitute, under a suitable topological transformation, a plane 
polygonal region.p yg g
A POLYHEDRON - P is a connected, unbounded 2-dimensional 
manifold, formed by a set of simply connected polygonal regions of order n, 
for n≥o, arranged so that each edge of each region is matched with exactly 
one other edge of the same, or another region and vertices are matched only 
as required by the matching of edges. It implies that one and the same, or 
two, and no more than two distinct polygonal regions (faces) meet at 
each edge. The restriction of vertex matching in the definition means there is 
only one circuit of polygonal regions at each vertex of P.
UNIFORM POLYHEDRON is a polyhedron with the same repeating 

t fi d th li d f l l f b t h fvertex figure and the same cyclic order of polygonal faces about each of 
its vertices





Rene Descartes, in the first half of the 17th ,
century, while referring to convex regular 
polyhedra, stated that:
“Th l l d fi i f h f h“The total angular deficit, of the sum of the 
angular deficits, taken over all the vertices of 
a convex polyhedron equals 4Л for (all)a convex polyhedron, equals 4Л for (all) 
regular polyhedra”:          ∂.V = (2Л - Σα) V=4Л



I



Leonhard Euler, the founder of topology, 
t t d i th ll d E l ’ Thstated in the so-called Euler’s Theorem:

“The number V-E+F=K, (V, E, F, stand for 
vertices Edges and Faces respectively withvertices, Edges and Faces, respectively, with 
K, called the characteristic of the manifold), 
is the same for all permissible maps on 
the manifold.”
Each of the sponge surfaces may be mapped with a 
grid representing eventually a sponge polyhedrongrid, representing eventually a sponge polyhedron
Generally speaking, any far-reaching 
definition of polyhedra is admissible as p y
long as it does not violate Euler’s 
formula.:



















The following mathematical relations dominate the g
field of all spherical, toroidal and hyperbolical  
uniform polyhedra in 3D space:

Val. VT.U. = 2ET.U.= FT.U.PAV.

Con = E V + 1Con.T.U. = ET.U. – VT.U.+ 1                                              

VT.U. (2Л – ΣαAV.) = 4Л (1-gT.U.) – Descartes’s Formula, 

VT.U.– ET.U.+ FT.U. = 2(1-gT.U.) – Euler’s Formula,       

with all parameters derived from a Translation (or a 
repeat) - Unit (T.U.), with Val., Pav., Con., Σα and g, p ) ( ), , , , g,
representing the valency in a vertex, average  
polygon, the network’s connectivity, the total vertex 



Generally speaking, uniform 3D networks
(lattices) come in dual (reciprocal) pairs and(lattices) come in dual (reciprocal) pairs and 
are associated with continuous 
hyperbolical sponge surfaces which 
subdivide the space between the two.

This TRINITY of the d al net ork pair andThis TRINITY of the dual network pair and 
the associated reciprocal sponge surface,
is the most conspicuous all pervadingis the most conspicuous, all pervading 
geometric-topological phenomenon of our 3D 
space, associated with its order and 
organization, and more than anything else 
determines the way we perceive and





Connectivity (Con.) of a multiple vertex-edge 
configuration represents the maximal number of 
d di ti hi h till l thedge disconnections which still leave the 

configuration un-separated into two parts.

. In a ‘Trinity’, connectivity value is shared by both 
dual networks, and conforms with genus-g value g g
of the reciprocal partition surface. 





























By defining as 'morphic' those processes whichBy defining as morphic  those processes which 
display a movement toward greater 3-dimensional 
spatial order, symmetry of form (Whyte-1969) and p , y y ( y )
morphology  as the logical preoccupation with and 
manipulation of those processes, than the research 
nto the nature of networks and the associated 
sponge surfaces may be classified  as the essence 
of morphologyof morphology.



N t i t t d ith t tNature is saturated with sponge structures on every 
possible scale of physical-biological reality. The 
term was first adopted in biology: "Sponge: any 
member of the phylum Porifera, sessile aquatic 
animals, with single cavity in the body, with 
numerous pores. The fibrous skeleton of such an 
animal, remarkable for its power of sucking up 
water". (Wordsworth dictionary).
Of course the term applied to 'spherical sponges'. ItOf course the term applied to spherical sponges . It 
turns out that the key characteristic of porosity is 
attributable to a much wider morphological 
phenomenonphenomenon.



continuous 3D networks may be considered 
as a polyhedral tessellation of someas a polyhedral tessellation of some 
unbounded (finite or infinite) surface which 
should be considered as the network’s
Genetic Surface (Ge.S.). All possible 
polyhedral tessellations of a common genetic 

f h Σ d V lsurface share same ΣαAV. and g Values..





The dominant features of the periodic p
sponge polyhedral tessellations which 
determine the parameter values are 
th ti f it tthe genetic surface, its repeat 
(E.P.R) or translation unit, the mode 
of its perforation and its (n) layerof its perforation and its (n) layer 
arrangement.





























THE PERIODIC TABLE OF THE POLYHEDRAL ‘
’UNIVERSE

The periodic Table of the Polyhedral Universe is a 
tabular arrangement of all known and g
hypothetical polyhedra, which comply with the 
celebrated Euler’s formula . The ‘Table’ is 
constructed on the basis of thoroughly selectedconstructed on the basis of thoroughly selected 
primary parameters of the polyhedral 
phenomenon, namely the Val.AV. – (Average 
Valency number of edges of a polyhedron whichValency – number of edges of a polyhedron which 
meet in a vertex), Σα.AV. – (Average Sum of angles 
of the face polygons in a vertex, and in a wider 

th t t l t f tsense, the total average curvature of a vertex 
region), and g – (genus of the 2-d manifold of the 
polyhedron)



e primary parameters of Val Σαe primary parameters of  Val.AV., ΣαAV.
d g, seem to capture the essence of the 

olyhedral topological nature, and when y p g ,
ed as coordinates of a Cartesian 3D 
ace, provide for an environment, in 

hich every conceivable individual 3D 
olyhedron has a unique point 
presentationpresentation .

ll shared properties are posing as 
scernible mathematically embracedscernible, mathematically embraced 
cation patterns













THE EXPANDING BOUNDARIES OF THE 
‘POLYHEDRAL UNIVERSE’‘POLYHEDRAL UNIVERSE’
“How far, in terms of the primary 
parameter values of val ; Σα and g theparameter values of val.; Σα and g, the 
theoretically imaginable uniform 
polyhedra phenomenon may expand (?)”p y p y p ( )
is a mind provoking question and a 
worthy intellectual challenge for every 
3D l3D space explorer.



The millennia long accumulated 
heritage of uniform plane faceted 
polyhedral shapes, partitions and 
solids account just for a tiny 
fraction of the ‘theoreticallyfraction of the ‘theoretically 
imaginable’ universe, even within 
the g = 0 (spherical – finite) domainthe g  0 (spherical finite) domain 
and the g = 1 (toroidal) domain.





It transpires that hyperbolical sponge 
surfaces and their related (polyhedral)surfaces and their related (polyhedral) 
tessellations are not just the most 
abundant forms in nature but, also, are 
overwhelmingly the most abundant and 
most dominant features of the 
‘th ti ll i i bl ’ fi ti‘theoretically imaginable’ configurations 
within the  Periodic Table’s space of the 
polyhedral universe.polyhedral universe.







Any significant venture into the field of 
periodic sponge surfaces and polyhedraperiodic sponge surfaces and polyhedra 
dictates a systematic exploration of the 
uniform space lattice domain.p
It came as a shocking surprise to realize 
that in spite of the great efforts of the last 
three centuries or so, in the exploration of 
the structure of matter and space 
(crystallography included) no systematic(crystallography included), no systematic 
effort was committed to exhaustively 
explore the network domain in the p
"abstract realm of the theoretically 
imaginable"



In his monumental publication on ‘Structural 
inorganic chemistry’ A.F. Wells makes a startling 
observation: “The theory of these nets does not 
appear to be known and in fact no attempt toappear to be known, and in fact no attempt to 
derive them systematically seems to have been 
made until comparatively recently”.made until comparatively recently .



A periodic ordered space network may be formed-
t d th h f th f ll igenerated through one of the following 

processes:
- By an extended repetition of a locally and   
globally symmetrical association of vertex 
figures. It amounts nearly to the same as 
planting a vertex-edge motif –form in an p g g
Elementary Periodic Region (E.P.R) of the 
network, characteristic of a given symmetry 
group, and symmetrically replicating it ..group, and symmetrically replicating it ..
- As a result of a close (compact) packing of 
polyhedral cells, the vertex-edge array of which 
combine to form the networkcombine to form the network .
- As a result of a tessellation-mapping process of an 
unbounded periodic (2d-manifold) surface, 
spherical toroidal or hyperbolical leadingspherical, toroidal or hyperbolical, leading 
eventually to a connected 3D network.







MM

Although it is still too early to establish all the possible interrelations, 
it seems that the parameters -Val.; Den.; CT.U. or gT.U.  and ∑ α, 
are capturing the essence of the related topological-geometricalare capturing the essence of the related topological geometrical 
phenomenon.













Spatial density (in terms of a/a3) of the space 
per cubic alattice (the number of edges of the length of 

volume of a3). As a referential basis we should have in 
mind that the spatial density of the tetravalent diamond p y
lattice is ~ 1,299a/a3; that of the hexavalent cubic 
lattice is 3,000 a/a3 and that of the dodecavalent octet 
lattice is ~ 8,485 a/a3 (By density we refer to the lowestlattice is  8,485 a/a (By density we refer to the lowest 
possible value for a distinct topology). It is of great 
theoretical interest and probably even of practical 
importance how far down and up can the densityimportance how far down and up can the density 
values descend or aspire.



Uniform Dodecavalent and higher valency
S L tti h f l dSpace Lattices or: how far valency and 
spatial density values can go.
Uniform dodecavalent 'octet' based spaceUniform dodecavalent octet  based space 
lattices exist in more than one topological 
version, but all come to same spatial density ofy
8,485281374 a/a3.
The infinite sponge polyhedron 312

4 gives rise 
t if d d l t (PV 12 312 420 )to a uniform dodecavalent (PV.12-312.420 

31) 
space lattice, the density of which is 
10 73918545a/a3 (!)10,73918545a/a (!)









































Considering all uniform network configurationsConsidering all uniform network configurations 
in 3D space, we can categorize and classify 
them as follows:
Centroid related networks (Centroidal),
(denoted as C.Val. ma.nb…gT.U.), the vertices 
of which are equi-distant from a fixed point in o c a e equ d s a o a ed po
space .
Axis related networks (Axial), (denoted 
as A Val ma nb g ) the vertices of whichas A.Val. - ma.nb…gT.U.), the vertices of which 
are equi-distant from a fixed axis .
Plane related networks, (Double layer)
(denoted as D.Val. - ma.nb…gT.U.), the vertices 
of which are equi-distant form a fixed plane .
Centroid-Axial-Plane related networksCentroid Axial Plane related networks
(denoted as CAP. Val. - ma.nb…gT.U.), the 
vertices of which are equi-distant from a fixed



Multi-Layered Space Lattices (ML.Val. -
ma.nb…gT U ) the vertices of which arema.nb…gT.U.), the vertices of which are 
distributed on an infinite set off parallel 
planes.

Poly-Vectorial Space Lattices (PV. Val. -
ma nb g ) the symmetry group ofma.nb…gT.U.), the symmetry group of 
which is not dominated by only one set of 
same principal axes of symmetry.same principal axes of symmetry.

Translation Space Lattices (T.Val. -
ma.nb…gT.U.), generated by a repeated 
edge-length translation in a given 
direction of a distinct uniform Multi layereddirection, of a distinct uniform Multi-layered 
or Poly-Vectorial space lattice. The 

















It seems that the 7-th category of the 
Uniform Translation Lattice 
Networks (named after the mode of 
their generation) with a membership 
list which is reaching to infinity is alist which is reaching to infinity, is a 
novel feature, not discussed yet in 
the morphological-mathematicalthe morphological mathematical 
literature. Their most intriguing 
characteristic is that (theoretically) 
their valency and consequently 
their spatial density values 
(expressed in terms of a/a3 with a(expressed in terms of a/a3 with a
as the edge-length), can reach to 



A all lattices are found to be embeddable 
in genetically related sponge surfaces 

d th i d th i l h d land thus perceived as their polyhedral 
tessellations.
The resulting sponge configuration of theThe resulting sponge configuration of the 
embedded lattices with all their vertices 
and edges, stretching to infinity, possess g g y p
one continuous unbounded face-surface 
and therefore should be aptly called: 
‘ i h d ’ It i l f t‘uni-hedron’. It is a novel feature, 
representing a new blend of the lattice and 
the polyhedral phenomenonthe polyhedral phenomenon









Featuring Uniform Space LatticeFeaturing Uniform Space Lattice 
configurations as embeddable in 
genetically associated sponge surfaces 
and perceiving them as tessellations of 
such surfaces and therefore legitimate 
polyhedral structures corresponding topolyhedral structures, corresponding to 
same primary parameters
(Val; Σα & Con. ≡ g) justifies their sharing(Val; Σα & Con. ≡ g) justifies their sharing 
in the theoretical umbrella of ‘The 
Periodic Table of the Polyhedral 
Universe’.



All conceivable Uniform Space 
Lattice configurations featuring as 
uni-hedra, with all their multitude of 
point representations within thepoint-representations within the 
domain of the ‘’Periodic Table’, form 
into a single plane location patterninto a single plane location pattern,
mathematically determined by the 
a.m. relation of

Σα = 2Л(Val.-1)





IN CONCLUSION

With the introduction of sponge p g
polyhedra, spherical, toroidal and 
hyperbolical, and relaxation of 
definitions (admissibility of any 
polyhedral configuration that complies 
with the celebrated Euler’s theorem)with the celebrated Euler s theorem), 
the polyhedral universe has expanded 
dramatically. Metaphorically speaking, y p y p g,
it exploded from Ptolemaic- Euclidean 
world picture to our contemporary





With t l ti f th i iWith some extrapolation of the perceiving 
mind it is right to claim that the sponge 
phenomenon with its porosity andphenomenon, with its porosity and 
permeability characteristics, is central to 
the physical morphological nature of the p y p g
human habitat, and represents its 
defining imagery.







Abstract and physical 3-D space is not a passiveAbstract and physical 3-D space is not a passive
vacuum. It is populated with inter-relating and inter-
connected entities, generating configurations  
represented as diagrams with a network 
characteristics and hyperbolic 'force fields', and 

f titi tl d ib dsurface partitions, aptly described as sponge 
surface configurations. Diagrams of this kind can 
represent the structure of almost any plurality thatrepresent the structure of almost any plurality that 
may exist.


